Working Student Infrastructure Service Management

We are seeking a highly motivated and detail-oriented Working Student to join our data center team. As a Working Student, you will assist in the daily operations of our data center, gaining hands-on experience in a fast-paced and dynamic environment.

Responsibilities:

Assist with regular data center tasks, such as.

- Rack and Stack equipment
- Cable Management and organization
- Perform basic troubleshooting and maintenance tasks
- Assist with inventory management
- Monitor data center systems and report any discrepancies or issues
- Create the basis for our Data Center Infrastructure Management
- Develop and maintain documentation of data center procedures and policies
- Perform other duties as required to support the data center operations

Requirements

- Availability to work 8 - 10 hours per week with flexible scheduling to accommodate academic commitments
- Basic knowledge of computer systems, networks, and data center operations
- Basic knowledge in Python

Advisors

Philip Diederich